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why we chose to have stagflation
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i n d substantially for the next three years,
. from $230 per hour to $3.35 by Jan. 1,1981. This
will increase unemployment in the sector in which
youth is most ahentrated. The decision was not
made between employers and employees. Indeed,
the youth-who is the one most often drawing the
minimum wageiis hardly in the position to
bargain for it. Nor was it made by unions pressuring management. Vnions put pressure on the
Democratic President and Congress, which,
having just turned down several of their other
’
requests, found it politically necessary to respond
to this one.
Similarly, the p~lyrolltaxes that finance Social
Security were substantially increased, adding to
the costs of labor, and hence of products, not as a
result of new fringe benefits awarded by
employers to employees .but through government
action.
M i l e the politi@ v&r behind these decisions was largely labor unions, senior citizens’
assoCiations, and liberals, the pressure to increase
the cost of other products came from’farmers and
various industrialists, from producers of shoes to
steel to domestic oil =&gas. To reiterate: all this
within a few months.
, Beyond this, prices. of many other products
them(such as gas, electricity, telephone services, and
rail, bus, and airline travel) are directly regulated
by the government and therefore are subject to
political pressures. Still other prices are pushed
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that we chose to put up with 6% inflation and 7%
unemployment, at least in the last few yeara, to
make social progress (from fighting pollution to
increasing worker protection) as well as social
peace. We may now choose to correct the balance
somewhat thrwgh deregulation-that is to say,
make an industry such as the airlines more
subject to the marketplad. And we can choose to
go slowly on new social costs and even roll some
back-for example, delaying the introduction of
air hags in passenger cars These decisions will
have to be made through the political process, via
mechanisms that are quite well understood and
not at all mysterious.
Taking a broader view. In short, stagflation is not a
reflection of our ineptitude but of our commitments to social values, of the relative political
strength of these values compared to our concern
with a “sound dollar,” and of our willingness to
rely more heavily on the government than on the
marketplace.
Whether this is a desirable development or one
that must be reversed is a matter of value judgment. But to suggest that stagflation is a mystery
merely indicates that one has elected to view the
worid through narrow econometric lenses rather
than more widely through social and political a s
well as economic ones. There is a problem here,
but if there is a mystery, it is in the eye of the
beholder, not in the real world.
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